
The nature of matter
2.1

Basic Chemistry for Biology

What is matter?
What is an atom?
What are the 3 subatomic particles that make 
up an atom?
What is an element?
What is a compound?
What is a molecule?

Matter - anything that takes up space & has 
mass
Aka basically everything, all the ‘stuff’ in the 
universe

Mass - how much matter an object has
Mass ≠ weight - force of gravity on an object

Matter
The difference between mass and weight

Atom - basic unit of matter
Aka the smallest particle of an element
Element - pure substance made of one type of 
atom

Atoms and Elements

Proton - positively charged particles (+)
Neutrons - no charge, neutral particles (n)
Both found in the nucleus - center of an atom
Both have a mass of about 1 amu
Electrons - negatively charged particles (-)
Found in constant motion in the electron cloud 
- space around the nucleus
Have a mass of ~0 amu, 1/1840 of the mass of a 
proton

Protons, Neutrons and Electrons



An atom

nucleus electron 
cloud

Electron location can’t be determined but there are 
different useful models to represent electron location 
and energy level - how much energy electrons have

Electron cloud - space around nucleus
Electron shell - ring around nucleus representing 
energy levels, also called energy levels
Orbital - volumes of space where electrons are 
likely to exist (based on energy level)
Valence electrons - electrons in the outer shell or 
highest energy level
Valence number - number of electrons in the 
valence shell/energy level

some 
atoms

nucleus

electron 
shells

Compound - substance formed from the chemical 
combination of 2 or more elements in definite 
proportions
Shown in a chemical formula - shorthand showing the 
composition of compounds

Compounds and Molecules

Molecules - particle of made of 
more than one atom, smallest unit 
of most compounds

Can be of only one element

Atoms, Compounds, 
Molecules, Mixtures

Element = one type of 
atom
Molecule = multiple 
atoms
Compound = multiple 
elements
Mixture - non chemical 
combination of more 
than one substance

The Properties of an Element

Atomic number - the number of protons, defines an 
element

Ex. carbon has 6 protons -> atomic number 6
Mass number - total number of protons and neutrons 
in the nucleus

Ex. carbon - protons=6 + neutrons=6 == mass 
number=12
Defines an isotope

Atomic mass - weighted average of the masses of an 
element’s isotopes



What is atomic number?
What is atomic mass?
What is mass number?
What is valence number?

isotope - atom with a different number of neutrons
Ex. Carbon-14 - protons=6 + neutrons=8 == mass 
number=12

Isotopes

All isotopes have the same number of electrons, same 
number of protons and same valence number → they 
have the same chemical properties - how an element 
reacts

Ex. carbon-12 and carbon-14 are both carbon and 
bond/react in the same way

Isotopes
charge of an atom - an atom of a pure element has 
equal numbers of protons (+) and electrons (-)
So it has a net charge of 0

An atom can gain or lose electrons to become 
negatively or positively charged
This does change chemical properties 

ion - charged atom

How to 
read a 
periodic 
table



Reading a Periodic Table
Element Symbol Atomic 

No.
# 
Protons

# 
Neutrons

# 
Electrons

Mass 
number

Electron 
Configuration

Hydrogen H 1 1 0 1 1 1

Atomic # = # of protons = # of electrons
Mass number = Atomic mass rounded to nearest whole number
How to find # neutrons:
# neutrons = mass number - atomic number (#protons)

Ex. for hydrogen, atomic mass = 1.00794
1 - 1 = 0 neutrons
For carbon, atomic mass = 12.011
12 - 6 = 6 neutrons

electron configuration = # of e- in each energy level

# of electrons that satisfy each energy level
1st - 2 e-

2nd - 8 e-

3rd - 8 e- (or 18 e-)
4th - 8 e- (or 18 or 32 e-)

Ex. carbon has 6 e-

2 fill up 1st energy level

Radioactive Isotopes - an isotope has too many or too 
few neutrons, the nucleus may become unstable and 
break down at a constant rate over time (decay)
Have some important scientific/practical uses:
-determine age of fossils/rocks
-detect and treat cancer
-kill bacteria that cause food to spoil
-used as labels/tracers to follow movements of 
substances in organisms

What is electron configuration?
What is the charge of an atom?
What is an isotope?
What is an ion?
What is a radioactive isotope?
What are chemical properties?

Chemical Bonds - attachments between atoms
Involve valence electrons - these are the electrons 
available to form bonds
Therefore the valence number of electrons determines 
how an element will react/bond

Ionic bond - when electrons are transferred from one 
atom to another
->loses electrons -> positively charged ion = cation
->gains electrons -> negatively charged ion = anion



Ionic bonding video http://youtu.be/xTx_DWboEVs

Covalent bond - electrons are shared between 
atoms
Electrons travel about the nuclei of both atoms
single covalent bond - 2 e- (1 pair)
double covalent bond - 4 e- (2 pairs)
triple covalent bond - 6 e- (3 pairs)

Covalent bonding video http://youtu.be/1wpDicW_MQQ

How do we tell what elements will form 
covalent bonds?

-they tend to form between 2 (or more) 
nonmetals
-# valence e- determines the number of 
covalent bonds an element can form

How  do we tell what elements will form ions 
and/or ionic bonds?
-tend to form between metals and nonmetals

position on 
periodic table

ion charge # of valence 
e-

Lose or 
gain e-

Metal left positive low lose

Nonmetal right negative high gain

The octet rule - generally atoms want to have 8 
electrons in their highest energy level
Noble gases - have full outer energy level, won’t react 
with other elements, in group 18 of PT

Helium, Argon, Xenon, Neon, Krypton, Radon

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTx_DWboEVs
http://youtu.be/xTx_DWboEVs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wpDicW_MQQ
http://youtu.be/1wpDicW_MQQ


Electron Dot Structures

show the valence e- as dots 
surrounding the elemental symbol

● Cl has 7 valence e-

● they are drawn in pairs 
so unpaired e- are 
visible

Van der Waals Forces - weak forces of attraction 
between oppositely charged regions of nearby 
molecules
Atoms of different elements don’t all have the same 
electronegativity - attraction for electrons
Molecules can have areas of unequal charge or 
“polarity”
covalent bonds can be:
polar covalent bond - e- shared unequally
nonpolar covalent bond - e-  shared equally

What is an ionic bond?
What is a covalent bond?
What is the octet rule?
What are the noble gases?
What is electronegativity?
What is polarity?
What are Van der Waals forces?


